
NETWORK MONITORING SYSTEM
The Ondas Network Monitoring System provides an easy to use graphical user interface to monitor and manage 
the entire Ondas network including all base stations and remote stations. It is a scalable client server application 
supporting clients for multi-user, multi-site management capabilities. Communication between the NMS server 
and the controlled network entities (i.e., Ondas base stations and remote stations) is done using secured SNMPv3 
protocol. Smart Easy-to-use Web-2 display designed for optimal user experience with modern React-based user 
interface.
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Ondas NMS provides the following functions:

 ▪ Network topology auto discovery: Easily toggle between map and hierarchical list view. 
Hierarchical levels include geographical or logical regions, towers, base stations and remote 
stations. Automatic discovery of remote stations attached with a configured base station, which 
provokes immediate status and performance monitoring. Integrated Google maps view includes 
coloring by status or by radio plan. Automatic update of device location.



 ▪ Status monitoring: Real time monitoring Ondas base station status. Economical monitoring 
of Ondas remote stations from base stations, avoiding wireless channel bandwidth usage. 
Automatic alert generation on status change.

 ▪ Fault management: Ondas NMS provides extensive fault management capabilities by 
delivering monitoring fault status per node, base station, tower and region; color coded alarms 
by severity (major, minor, critical, information); adjustable display categorized by severity, 
location, time of day, fault type and status of the alarm (open, acknowledged or solved); and 
automatic correlation of related events and solving.



 ▪ Performance monitoring: aggregate up to one-year network performance data on a per 
device basis with a minimal use of the wireless channel. It measures critical metrics like CINR, 
RSSI, path loss, channel utilization, CPU utilization, response time, device temperature and 
more. Alerts on measurements thresholds automatically detected outliers anomalies and 
more.

 ▪ Diagnostics:  Powerful real time measurement recorder tool enables more extensive 
and higher resolution measurements to monitor and diagnose faulty device. Accelerate 
identification of root cause by displaying different network performance metrics on a common 
timeline for visual correlation across network data.

 ▪ Reports: built-in reports provide detailed insights on network performance. Users can 
customize, schedule and export reports as needed.

Server HW requirements:
 ▪ Dual core based machine
 ▪ Minimum 2 GB RAM
 ▪ 100 GB free disk space + 1MB per managed device
 ▪ Operating system: Fedora
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Security: SNMPv3 secured data between the 
NMS and Ondas devices; HTTPS secured 
data between NMS client and server; NMS 
users’ administration is restricted to users with 
administrative permissions; NMS users are 
assigned with security roles, a set of permissions 
that regulate access to the Web User Interface 
and inventory information and is restricted to 
selected regions.


